Client-server communication is through Sun RPC, and all communication between servers is through the ISIS distributed system [BJ87a, BJ87b] . ISIS provides a variety of tools for implementing distributed applications and for implementing distributed servers in particular [BJKS]; for brevity, we omit additional information. Deceit uses ISIS for crash and partition detection, communication primitives, and group membership protocols.
Introduction
Deceit [SBMSO] is a distributed file system, under development at Cornell University, that provides flexibility in the fault-tolerance and availability of files. The advantage of such flexibility is that the performance of the file system can be better optimized for the user's application. Deceit provides many capabilities to the user: file replication with concurrent reads and writes, a range of update propagation strategies, automatic disk load balancing, and the ability to have multiple versions of a file. In addition, Deceit provides Sun NFS protocol compatibility; no change in NFS client software is necessary in order to use Deceit.
The purpose of Deceit is to replace large collections of NFS servers. NFS suffers from several problems in an environment where most clients mount most servers. First, if any one server crashes, clients will block or fail when they try to access that server, and, as the number of servers increases, this problem becomes more likely. Second, servers have a (roL ~h l y ) fixed capacity, yet it is difficult to move files from one WFS server to another without disrupting clients. Third, replic-ting a file to increase its availability must be managed by the user. Deceit address these three problems.
Environment
Deceit is designed to run in the same network environment that NFS assumes. The target environment is a network of computers used in a client-server fashion. Message loss, crash, partition, and other common types of network and machine failures can occur.
Structure of Deceit

Comparison with NFS
A main difference between Deceit and NFS is that while files are statically bound to a particular server in NFS, files may be replicated and moved freely around in Deceit. All servers provide an identical file service to all clients regardless of the actual location of a particular file. Clients have only to connect explicitly to one server in order to access the entire Deceit service. Refer to Figure 1 for an illustration of communication in Deceit. If a client issues a request for a file to a server that does not have a replica of that file, then the request is forwarded to a server that has a replica. Thus, users can think of Deceit as being a single, highly reliable, and responsive server. 
Inter-server Communication Protocols
Deceit employs a variety of communication protocols to manage data. To coordinate access to replicated files, we use a write-token protocol [LeL81] . A write-token is associated with each file. Only a server that holds the token is allowed to distribute updates to the corresponding file replicas. A write-token can be considered an exclusive write lock on the file, except that a token is held by some server at all times.
Deceit uses an epidemic data propagation protocol [DGH+87]
to control information about hard links. Each Deceit server maintains a list of all known hard links. Every 10 seconds, each server picks another random server, and they exchange a list of updates. Using a Monte Carlo simulation, we have found that in a network of 500 servers it takes an average of less than 70 seconds to propagate an update completely. Epidemic propagation is highly crash resilient, since a server automatically learns about all missed updates when it recovers from a crash or partition.
The communication and replication protocols are controlled by several file parameters that can be varied on an individual file basis. Among the file parameters are 1.
2.
Minimum Replica Levelspecifies the minimum number of valid and available replicas that must be maintained.
Write Safety Levelspecifies the number of replica servers that must reply to an update before a m ' t e RPC returns to a client.
3. File Migrationspecifies whether Deceit will attempt to migrate a file to reduce response time and increase file availability.
Write Availability Leveldetermines when Deceit can
generate a new write-token if one is lost due to a failure. This parameter dso controls the probability that irreconcilable versions of a file will be generated.
Conclusion
Most of the distributed file systems that are in use today were developed for relatively small installations, e.g., five file servers. New file systems need to be developed that will scale easily to large networks and behave intelligently during common types of machine or network failures. Currently, only customized solutions, designed and implemented individually, are available.
Deceit addresses many of these concerns. With Deceit, the user can specify some details about how a file is to be managed. We have chosen a set of properties that we believe are important, as they allow tradeoffs on reliability, read performance, write performance, and consistency. We have built a prototype of Deceit and are now evaluating it. We plan on using Deceit as our departmental file system this year, and we are now considering the distribution of Deceit.
